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REQUESTED REVISION:
STANDARD: IEEE Std 802.3-2022
CLAUSE NUMBER: 143.3.1.2.3
CLAUSE TITLE: MCRS_ECH[ch].indication(LLid) primitive

PROPOSED REVISION TEXT:
The name of the primitive "MCRS_ECH" should be "MCRS_ESH", since it is
generated every time an *ESH* EQ is read from the EnvRx buffer. There are
two locations to be modified in 143.3.1.2.3, i.e.,
- "MCRS_ECH[ch].indication(LLid) primitive" becomes
  "MCRS_ESH[ch].indication(LLid) primitive"
- "generates the MCRS_ECH[ch].indication(LLid)" becomes "generates the
  MCRS_ESH[ch].indication(LLid)"

RATIONALE FOR REVISION:
Typo that was not caught in balloting process.

IMPACT ON EXISTING NETWORKS:
None, just a fix to the primitive name.

| Please attach supporting material, if any
| Submit to:- David Law, Chair IEEE 802.3
| and copy:- Adam Healey, Vice-Chair IEEE 802.3
| At:- E-Mail: stds-802-3-maint-req@ieee.org

For information about this Revision Request see -
http://www.ieee802.org/3/maint/requests/revision_history.html#REQ1398